Ask about our private label program

New products and updates inside!

Quality Aerosol, Hand Soap, Wipes, and Liquid Solutions for Every Need
### ZENEX AEROSOL DIVISION

#### Glass Cleaners
- Gleamonex
- ZenaClear
- ZenaCrystal
- Anti-Static Plexiglass Cleaner

#### All Surface Cleaners
- ZenaPower Foam
- ZenaMax
- ZenaForce Foam
- Non-Streaking Degreaser, Cold Weather Formula

#### Cleaners & Polishes
- ZenErase
- ZenaGel
- ZenaBrite Lemon
- CitraShine
- ZenaTreat
- ZenaSheen
- ZenaSheen H2O

#### Fabric & Carpet Care
- ZenaClean
- Thick Dry Foaming Fabric Cleaner
- ZenaSpot Direct
- ZenaSpot B-Gone
- ZenaSpot Solv
- Velonex
- ZenaZyme

#### Strippers & Removers
- ZenaStrip Super Gel
- ZenaStrip Foam
- Markonex Gel
- ZenaPower Gel
- ZenaFreez

#### Odor Neutralizers
- Zenee Fogger
- 6 oz. Fogger
- 20 oz. Hand Held
- Metered Dispenser
- Dispenser Refills

#### RTV Silicone
- ZenaGasket Red
- ZenaGasket Blue
- ZenaGasket Black
- ZenaGasket Yellow
- ZenaSeal Clear
- ZenaSeal White

#### Pesticides
- ZenKill III Long Shot
- ZenKill IV
- Personal Insect Repellent

#### Odor Eliminators
- Exceptional Air
- Air Medic

#### Brake & Belt
- ZenaFlush
- ZenaBrake NC
- ZenaBrake NF
- Kwik Evap
- ZenaGrip

#### Body & Engine
- Undercoat
- Rubberized Undercoat Plus
- ZenaVolt
- ZenaCarb Cleaner
- ZenaKote
- ZenaPunch

#### Detailing Products
- ZenaShine
- Interior Shine
- ZenaShine Plus
- ZenaShine Maxum
- ZenaShine Ultra
- Safe Shine
- ZenaGloss
- ZenaShine Foam
- ZenAllure
- ZenaMelt
- Wheel Weight Remover

#### Spray Paints
- ZenaColor

#### Solvents, Cleaners & Degreasers
- ZenLekritix
- Solv It All
- ZenaSolv
- ZenaFast
- ZenaSolv NC
- ZenaOrange Solv
- ZenaSolv Citrus
- Big Orange Slice
- ZenaBlast
- ZenaCoil
- ZenaQuat

#### Spray Adhesives
- ZenaStick HD
- ZenaStick RP
- Extreme Super Adhesive

#### Coolants & Coatings
- ZenaCool
- ZenaCutt
- ZenaMetal
- Rust Converter

#### Penetrants & Lubricants
- ZenTuff
- Pentrazen 4 Way
- Pentrazen

#### Lubricants & Greases
- ZenaLube Red
- ZenaLube White Lithium
- ZenaLube Gear
- ZenaLube Chain & Cable
- Anti-Seize Copper
- ZenaLube Ultra
- SuperLube
- Grip-N-Grease
- Multipurpose Lithium Grease
- CA Compliant Garage Door Lithium Grease
- CA Compliant Garage Door Lubricant w/3 Way Valve

#### Silicones & Dry Lubricants
- Silconex
- Industrial Silicone
- Silconex FG
- ZenaLube Dry PTFE
- ZenaLube Dry Graphite
- ZenaLube Moly

#### BAG-ON-VALVE
- The Boss
- Body Gloss

#### ZENEX HAND CARE & LIQUID DIVISION

#### Wipes
- Magic Hand & Surface Towels
- Single-Sided Hand & Surface Towels
- Magic Cherry Hand & Surface Towels
- Magic Paint & Graffiti Removing Towels
- The Boss Glass Wipes
- SteelShine Stainless Steel Towels

#### Bulk Liquids
- The Boss
- Meltdown
- Tire Lube
- Body Gloss
- Ultimate Mango Foam
- Cherry Jubilee
- Fresh Foam
- DHP 1600 Dispenser
- Instant Foam
- Epic
- 2.5 Liter Hand Soap Dispenser

#### Hand Cleaners
- Magic
- Bazooka Blast
- Cherry Burst
- Orange Smoothie
- Orange Crush
- Emerald
- Creme Lotion
- Tropical Wave
- Painter’s Punch
- 2.5 Liter Tall Hand Soap Dispenser
- 2.5 Liter Square Hand Soap Dispenser
- 3.55 Liter Hand Soap Dispenser
GLASS CLEANERS

**Gleamex #495205**
Premium Non-Ammoniated Glass Cleaner
- Foam On-Wipe Dry
- "Fresh" Fragrance
- Cleans, Restores, Shines
- Completely Streakproof
- Safe on Tinted Windows
Best selling automotive glass cleaning formula. Thick foam cleaner lifts away the toughest soils. Ideal for use on windows, mirrors, windshields and showcases.

**ZenaClear #495255**
Premium Ammoniated Streakproof Glass Cleaner
- Spray On-Wipe Dry
- Non-Streaking
- Cleans, Restores, Shines
- Leaves No Film
- Fast Drying
Cuts through the toughest dirt with little effort. Use on windows, mirrors, windshields and showcases.

**ZenaCrystal #495215**
Premium Non-Ammoniated Glass Cleaner
- Foam On-Wipe Dry
- Lemon Fragrance
- Non-Ammoniated, Non-Streaking
- Safe on Tinted Windows
Non-ammoniated glass cleaner formulated with the revolutionary detergent system LS2. Designed to quickly and effectively remove dirt, grease, grime and other contaminants from glass surfaces without the possibility of streaking or leaving behind an unsightly film.

**Anti-Static Glass and Plexiglass Cleaner, Polish and Protectant #560098** *For Private Label Only*

*NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA*
Clear anti-static cleaner and polish. Safe on glass, plastic and acrylic surfaces. Will not streak or haze. Will not cause stress and crazing or clouding.

ALL SURFACE CLEANERS

**ZenaPower Foam #496115**
Heavy Duty Foaming All Purpose Cleaner/Degreaser
- Fast Acting Clinging Foam
- Removes Dirt and Grime
- Pleasant Scent
- Keeps Surfaces Like New
This all-purpose, industrial strength cleaner degreaser clings to, penetrates, and emulsifies all washable surfaces.

**ZenaMax #496335**
All Purpose Foam Cleaner
- Fast Acting Clinging Foam
- Pleasant Scent
- Lifts Away Dirt and Grime
- Keeps Surfaces Like New
Penetrates quickly to emulsify and dissolve dirt and soap scum. Regular use helps keep surfaces like-new. Thick foam clings to smooth vertical surfaces. Excellent for cleaning tile and whitening grout.

**ZenaForce Foam #496105**
Citrus Foaming Cleaner and Degreaser
- Fortified with d-Limonene
- Fast Acting Foam
- Biodegradable
- Degreases and Deodorizes
- Automotive, Institutional/Industrial
Penetrates and lifts hard to remove grease. Contains synthetic detergents and natural citrus solvents (d-Limonene). One of the most powerful aerosol foam degreasers available. May be used on most water safe surfaces.

**Non-Streaking Degreaser, Cold Weather Formula #566205** *For Private Label Only*
Heavy-duty foaming degreaser for non-conductive surfaces. Contains powerful solvents, ammonia and wetting agents to handle difficult cleaning projects.
CITRA SHINE #494785
All Purpose Duster & Polish
- Use on Wood, Stainless Steel, Seated Granite, Laminate, Plastic
- Non-Silicone, No Wax
- Never Any Build-Up
- 360° Spray-Anyway Valve
No wax dust-blocking formula for use on multiple surfaces. In one step, it dusts, polishes, and shines. Preserves luster of surfaces and reduces accumulation of dust. Restorative soak-in formula revives radiance to wood surfaces and creates a rejuvenating gloss to less porous surfaces. Features no waxy build-up.

ZENA TREAT #493695
Dust Mop & Cloth Treatment
- Prevents Dust from Scattering
- Leaves No Build-Up
- For Wood or Metal
Versatile, concentrated product, prevents germ-filled dust from scattering. Use ZenaTreat on dust mops and cloths to attract and hold dust like a magnet. Use on blinds, furniture, windows, wood, tile and concrete floors. Make any cloth or mop more efficient with ZenaTreat.

ZENA SHEEN #496635
Oil Based Stainless Steel Polish
- Polishes, Protects
- Restores Luster
- Enhances All Metal Surfaces
- Repels Dust
Polish specifically formulated for stainless steel, chrome, brass, bronze, copper, metal alloys and aluminum. Effectively removes marks, fingerprints, water marks, grease, tarnish and oxidation from bright metals. Guards against future tarnish and oxidation.

ZENA SHEEN H2O #496655
Water Based Stainless Steel Polish
- Polishes, Protects
- Water-Based
- Restores Original Luster
- Repels Dust
New generation water-based polish formulated for stainless steel, chrome, brass, copper and aluminum. Great for railings, elevator cabs, kitchen and lab equipment, etc. Effectively removes smudges, fingerprints, water marks, grease, tarnish and oxidation from bright metals. Seals and protects against future oxidation.
FABRIC & CARPET CARE

ZenaClean #493935
Thick Dry Foaming Carpet Cleaner - Inverted Spray
• Lifts Out Dirt
• Fortified with Odor Neutralizers
• Thick, Dry Foam
• Foam On, Vacuum Out
• Inverted Valve for Easy and Comfortable Application

ZenaClean carpet cleaner lifts out dirt and grime, holding it in suspension until vacuumed away. Use on spills right away to help avoid hard-to-remove stains later. A great, powerful foaming cleaner for carpets or auto interiors. Leaves no soil-attracting residue.

Thick Dry Foaming Fabric Cleaner #560070
*For Private Label Only
• Inverted Spray
• Lemon Scented
• Effectively Removes Soils From Fabrics

ZenaSpot Direct #493955
Pinpoint Spray Carpet Stain Remover
• Cleans and Deodorizes
• Safe on Most Fabrics
• Spray On-Blot Off
• Inverted Valve for Easy and Comfortable Application

Works on oil, grease, dirt, coffee and more. Formulated for direct application to carpet stains. Safe on most fabrics. Before using any product on fabric always test in an inconspicuous area first.

ZenaSpot B-Gone #493965
Carpet Spotter - Upright Spray
• Fast Acting Upright Valve
• Non-Foaming
• Citrus Fragrance
• Safe for Use on Most Fabric & Carpet Yarns
• Great for Automotive Interiors, Upholstery and Carpeting

Powerful carpet stain and spot remover. Contains strong cleaners to remove stains due to dirt, ink, mud, ketchup, urine, vomit, coffee, tea, alcoholic beverages and soft drinks. Upright spray valve allows easy application.

ZenaSpot Solv #494555
Stain & Spot Remover - Upright Spray
*SOME STATES MAY HAVE VOC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SALE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT. SEE YOUR SALESMAN FOR CURRENT INFORMATION.
• Removes Tough Stains
• Leaves No Residue
• Fast Drying
• Spray On-Blot Off
• Solvent Based Formula
• Industrial Strength

Ideal dry clean type spot remover. Destroys odors. Removes tar, oil and grease. This product is safe on most fabrics. Before using any product on fabric always test in an inconspicuous area first.

Velonex #496330
Velour & Upholstery Cleaner - Upright Spray
• Spray On-Wipe Off
• Lifts Stains, Soils and Dirt
• High Foam Cleans Without Soaking Fabric
• Excellent Anti-Soil Properties Guard Against Stains

Quick clean velour cleaner lifts out dirt and grime, holding it in suspension until vacuumed away. Velonex contains detergents specifically designed for velours. Use on spills right away to help avoid hard-to-remove stains later. A great powerful foaming cleaner for velour furniture or auto interiors.

ZenaZyme #493905
Active Enzyme Carpet and Upholstery Cleaner & Odor Eliminator - Inverted Spray
• Advanced Cleaning With Foaming Action
• Pleasant Fresh Fragrance
• Active Enzymes Eliminate Organic Matter & Foul Odors
• Ideal For Most Carpeting, Upholstery And Automotive Interiors
• Inverted Valve For Easy, Comfortable Application

Easily digests stains and eliminates odors using active enzymes while leaving a fresh, pleasant fragrance. Ideal for most carpeting, upholstery and automotive interiors. Inverted valve for easy, comfortable application.
STRIPPERS & REMOVERS

ZenaStrip Super Gel #493915
Baseboard Problem Solver

- Removes Wax and Soil Build-Up
- Heavy Duty Jelled Formula Clings
- Thick, Even Coating
- Inverted Valve For Easy Control

Specifically formulated with powerful cleansers which allow soiled areas to be treated while keeping them looking clean and attractive. No phosphates, no caustics. Liquefies finish in minutes.

ZenaStrip Foam #493930
Foaming Baseboard Stripper

- Effectively Strips All Waxes and Floor Finishes
- No Drip Foam
- Clings To Vertical Surfaces
- Super Concentrated Formula
- Inverted Valve For Easy Control

Heavy duty stripper/cleaner for removing soil and wax build-up on baseboards, ceramic tiles and hard-to-reach areas. Contains a superior heavy duty clinging foam, thus stays in contact longer on vertical surfaces.

Markonex Gel #494805
Gel Graffiti Remover

- Removes Ink and Permanent Marker
- Removes Spray Paint and Gaskets
- Clinging Formula
- Water Rinseable

Clinging gel stays put on vertical surfaces. Remove lipstick, ballpoint marker and printing inks, spray paints, gaskets, and crayon from most porous and non-porous surfaces. Test on an inconspicuous area prior to use for color-fastness.

Zenapower Gel #494685
Heavy Duty Paint and Stripper Gel

- Removes Paint and Varnish
- Clinging Gel Formula
- Water Rinseable
- Safe On Metal, Brick, Tile, Wood, and Ceramic

Product strips enamel, lacquer and acrylic paints, varnish, and shellac. Thick gel clings to and penetrates porous surfaces.

ZenaFreez #496855
Chewing Gum Remover

- Quick Freeze
- Easy Removal
- Fast Dry Formula

Quickly and easily removes chewing gum, candle wax and other gummy substances. Fast freezing action simplifies clean-up. Use on carpets, wood, concrete, cement, terrazzo and marble floors, tile and resilient floors and more.
Zenatize Disinfectant #495545
Disinfectant Spray & Deodorant Fresh Scented
- Kills 99.9% Of Germs
- Prevents Mold and Mildew
- Pseudomonacidal
- Tuberculocidal
- Fungicidal
- Germicidal
- Pseudomonacidal
- Germicidal
For use in hospitals, nursing homes, schools and hotels as a disinfectant and deodorant. Disinfectant against Staphylococcus aureus, Tuberculosis, Salmonella choleraesuis, Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Meets all requirements for hospital use. Fungicidal against the pathogenic fungi, Trichophyton interdigitale (Athlete’s Foot Fungus).

Zenatize Country Disinfectant #495525
Disinfectant Spray & Deodorant Country Scented
- Kills 99.9% Of Germs
- Prevents Mold and Mildew
- Pseudomonacidal
- Tuberculocidal
- Fungicidal
- Germicidal
Combines the disinfectant and deodorant properties of Zenatize with the pleasant scent of a country meadow.

Zenatize Citrus Disinfectant #495565
Disinfectant Spray & Deodorant Citrus Scented
- Kills 99.9% Of Germs
- Prevents Mold and Mildew
- Pseudomonacidal
- Tuberculocidal
- Fungicidal
- Germicidal
Combines the disinfectant and deodorant properties of Zenatize with the crisp scent of citrus.

Zenatize Foam Disinfectant Cleaner #494955
Foaming Cleaner Fresh Scented
- Cleans, Shines, Deodorizes and Disinfects
- Prevents and Controls Mold and Mildew
- Bactericidal
- No Scrubbing, No Rinsing
- Fungicidal
- Virucidal
- Non-Abrasive
- Spray Anyway 360° Valve
Hospital use, broad spectrum disinfectant. Disinfects against Staphylococcus aureus, Salmonella choleraesuis and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Kills HIV-1 Virus. Eliminates Trichophyton interdigitale (the cause of Athlete’s Foot Fungus). Powerful cleaner for use on floors, walls, garbage cans, showers, lavatory fixtures and more. Safe on chrome, plastic, enamel, porcelain and fiberglass.

Zenatize Foam Country Disinfectant Cleaner #494935
Foaming Cleaner Country Scented
- Cleans, Shines, Deodorizes and Disinfects
- Prevents and Controls Mold and Mildew
- Bactericidal
- No Scrubbing, No Rinsing
- Fungicidal
- Virucidal
- Non-Abrasive
- Spray Anyway 360° Valve
Combines the disinfectant and deodorant properties of Zenatize Foam with the pleasant scent of a country meadow.
Spray Operation

Concentrated Dry Spray Odor Counteractant

- Dry Spray
- Long Lasting Control
- No Fall-Out
- Non-Staining
- No Chlorinated, No CFC’s

Use anywhere odor is a problem: bathrooms, locker rooms, hospitals, nursing homes, smoking areas, cars, boats, RV’s, motels, restaurants.

Cinnamon .............. #491153
Citrus Creme ........... #491105
Citrus Peel ............. #491325
Cranberry Spice ....... #491235
Fresh Linen ............ #491123
Fruit Basket .......... #491075
Green Apple .......... #491255
Lemon Ice ............. #491835
Mango ................. #491455
Mulberry .............. #491070
Orchard Spice .......... #491155
Peaches and Cream .... #491415
Piña Colada .......... #491355
Powder Fresh .......... #491305
Tropical Nectar ....... #491055
Vanilla Delight ....... #491205

Contains ORDENONE®, an effective deodorizing ingredient that instantly freshens air!

Neutralizer Group N
Neutralizer Group N
Neutralizer Group N
Neutralizer Group N

Zeneze Fogger ........ #491963
Citrus Creme ........ #491185
Lemon Ice ........... #491685
New Car Scent ....... #491985

ODOR NEUTRALIZING FOGGERS

- Neutralizes Malodors
- Leaves A Pleasant Scent
- Long Lasting Control
- Non-Staining
- Dry Spray, No Fall-Out
- Non-Chlorinated, No CFC’s

Fresh Linen ............. #491763
Dark Ice ................. #491785
Blue Sky ................ #491863
Tropical Escape ....... #491885
Zeneze Fogger .......... #491963
Citrus Creme ........... #491185
Lemon Ice ............. #491685
New Car Scent ....... #491985

NEUTRAZEN NATURAL SCENTS

Concentrated Dry Spray Odor Counteractant

- Dry Spray
- Long Lasting Control
- No Fall-Out
- Leaves A Pleasant Scent
- Non-Staining
- Non-Chlorinated, No CFC’s

Use anywhere odor is a problem: bathrooms, locker rooms, hospitals, nursing homes, smoking areas, cars, boats, RV’s, motels, restaurants.

Cinnamon .............. #491153
Citrus Creme ........... #491105
Citrus Peel ............. #491325
Cranberry Spice ....... #491235
Fresh Linen ............ #491123
Fruit Basket .......... #491075
Green Apple .......... #491255
Lemon Ice ............. #491835
Mango ................. #491455
Mulberry .............. #491070
Orchard Spice .......... #491155
Peaches and Cream .... #491415
Piña Colada .......... #491355
Powder Fresh .......... #491305
Tropical Nectar ....... #491055
Vanilla Delight ....... #491205

Contains ORDENONE®, an effective deodorizing ingredient that instantly freshens air!

Neutralizer Group N
Neutralizer Group N
Neutralizer Group N
Neutralizer Group N
NEUTRAZEN METERED DISPENSER

Multi-Function Dispenser for Metered Cans #DSP1-AP10

Instructions:
1. Open cabinet.
2. Make sure the on/off switch is in the off position.
3. Insert 1 "D" size battery into the battery compartment found on the top of the unit. Align the "+" positive and "–" negative ends of the battery properly.
4. Choose the run time interval required by sliding the switch to one of the following times: 7.5, 15, or 30 minutes.
5. Choose the hours of operation by sliding the switch to one of the following settings: 24 hour continuous, daytime or nighttime.
6. Place a metered aerosol can into the dispenser, making sure the spray head is facing forward.
7. Turn on the unit by sliding the on/off switch down to the "on" position. Close the cabinet and allow the unit to spray once.
8. Choose either the locking mechanism to secure the unit, or place the cap inside the lock mechanism hole.
9. Check aerosol can at least once every 30 days. Replace as needed.

Automatic dispenser for use with Neutrazen Natural Scents Dry Spray Odor Counteractant.

Contains ORDENONE®, a long-lasting deodorizing ingredient that instantly freshens air!

NEUTRAZEN NATURAL SCENTS

Concentrated Dry Spray Odor Counteractant for Automatic Dispensers

- Dry Spray
- Long Lasting Control
- No Fall-Out
- Leaves A Pleasant Scent
- Non-Staining
- Non-Chlorinated, No CFC’s

Use anywhere odor is a problem: bathrooms, locker rooms, hospitals, nursing homes, smoking areas, cars, boats, RV’s, motels, restaurants.

Black Cherry #491143
Blue Sky #491023
Cinnamon #491113
Citrus Creme #491505
Citrus Peel #491125
Country Garden #491120
Cranberry Spice #491605
Cucumber Melon #491035
Dutch Apple #491250
Fresh Linen #491333
Fruit Basket #491525
Green Apple #491855
Lemon Ice #491193
Mango #491705
Mulberry #491070
Piña Colada #491250
Powder Fresh #491055
Red Clover Tea #491045
Strawberry Smoothie #491173
Vanilla Delight #491555
Fragrance Free #490004
Zenagasket Red #494535
Low Volatility, High Temp RTV Gasket Maker
- Temp Range To 400°F
- Oxygen Sensor Safe
A high temperature flexible product. For use on oil pumps, pans, engine cooling components, valve covers, etc. Compatible with engine oil, transmission fluid and anti-freeze.

Zenagasket Blue #494575
Zenagasket Black #494615
Zenagasket Yellow #494635
Low Volatility, RTV Gasket Maker
- Temp Range To 350°F
- Oxygen Sensor Safe
Universal formula for use on water pumps, engine components, replacement of cork and rubber gaskets. Compatible with most fluids.

ZenaSeal Clear #494595
Low Volatility, RTV Sealant
- Permanently Flexible
- Bonds Most Materials
High performance silicone sealer formulated to bond, waterproof and caulk. Adheres to metal, porcelain, plastics and non-oily woods. Dries crystal clear.

ZenaSeal White #494605
Mildew Resistant, RTV Sealant
- Permanently Flexible
- Bonds Most Materials
Silicone sealer designed to resist mildew staining in moist environments. Adheres to metal, porcelain, plastics and non-oily woods.

ZenKill III Long Shot #495975
Wasp & Hornet Killer
- Kills Wasps, Hornets, Yellow Jackets and Bees On Contact
- Jet Stream Sprays Up To 20 Feet • Instant Knockdown
High Dielectric Strength (33,000 Volts). For use in homes and non-food areas of commercial buildings, warehouses, factories, office buildings, schools, hotels, motels, restaurants, food processing facilities and kennels.

ZenKill IV #495785
Multi-Purpose Insect Killer
- Kills Bedbugs • Kills & Repels Mosquitoes That Can Carry The Zika Virus
- Non-staining Formula • Blended with Permethrin • VOC Compliant in All States
- Multi-purpose for Flying and Crawling Insects • Residual Control up to 4 Weeks
A synthetic permethrin based, fast-acting, flying/crawling insect spray. Kills instantly and prevents breeding. For use in homes and in non-food areas of industrial buildings. Kills flies, gnats, mosquitoes, moths, fruit flies, cockroaches, waterbugs, silverfish, firebrats, crickets, scorpions, spiders, centipedes, lice, fleas, ticks.

*Personal Insect Repellent #560139
*For Private Label Only
- Repels Mosquitoes, Chiggers, Ticks, Deer Flies, Stable Flies, Black Flies, Gnats and Fleas On Exposed Skin Surfaces • Repels Mosquitoes That May Carry The Zika Virus
- 25% Deet • Small Can is Easily Carried Anywhere

*Personal Insect Repellent #560139
*For Private Label Only
- Repels Mosquitoes, Chiggers, Ticks, Deer Flies, Stable Flies, Black Flies, Gnats and Fleas On Exposed Skin Surfaces • Repels Mosquitoes That May Carry The Zika Virus
- 25% Deet • Small Can is Easily Carried Anywhere
ODOR ELIMINATORS

EXCEPTIONAL AIR Odor Eliminators offer an Eco-friendly solution of naturally occurring pro-biotic, “friendly” bacteria that reduces the unpleasant odors that grow on hard surfaces typically associated with restrooms, cars, locker rooms, lunch rooms, laundry areas, exercise rooms.

Exceptional Air
Pro-Biotic Odor Eliminator
*NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA

10 oz. for Automatic Dispensers #477001
20 oz. Hand Held #477002
6 oz. Fogger #477003

The unique blend of effective micro-organisms is perfect for:
• Eliminating Odors
• Maintaining Odor-Eliminating Effect On Surfaces Long After Cleaning
• Creating A Positive Micro Climate Inside The Room
• Penetrating and Protecting The Spaces You Can’t Touch Or See

New technology allows for a finely atomized DRY spray. 100% of the product is available to instantly make contact with surfaces containing malodors. The dryness of the spray allows for complete odor elimination without messy fallout, residues, wetting or staining.

AirMedic #491975
Auto Odor Eliminator
*NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA

• Fresh Citrus Scent • Removes Offensive Odors
• Use in Automobiles, Boats, Airplanes and Homes

Designed to effectively eliminate foul odors trapped in as many as 9 vehicles. Immediately neutralizes odors.
**ZenaFlush #498745**  
Non-Chlorinated, Low Odor Brake Cleaner  
*NOT FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA, CONNECTICUT, UTAH, DELAWARE, AND RHODE ISLAND. OTHER LOCALES MAY ALSO PROHIBIT ITS SALE OR USE.*  
- Leaves No Residue  
- Instantly Degreases  
- Powerful Solvent  
- Stops Disc Brake Squeaks  
An advanced formula that works fast to efficiently remove oil, grease, brake fluid and brake dust. Dries fast and leaves no residue. Contains no chlorinated solvents that could contaminate waste oil.

**ZenaBrake NC #498705**  
Non-Chlorinated Brake Cleaner  
*NOT FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA, CONNECTICUT, UTAH, DELAWARE, AND RHODE ISLAND. OTHER LOCALES MAY ALSO PROHIBIT ITS SALE OR USE.*  
- Leaves No Residue  
- Instantly Degreases  
- Powerful Solvent  
- Removes Oils and Contaminants  
An advanced formula that works fast to efficiently remove oil, grease, brake fluid and brake dust. Dries fast and leaves no residue. Contains no chlorinated solvents that could contaminate waste oil.

**ZenaBrake NF #499325**  
Non-Flammable Brake Cleaner  
*NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA AND NEW JERSEY*  
- Non-Flammable  
- Non-Conductive  
- Stops Brake Squeal  
- Safe On Metals  

**Kwik Evap #498725**  
10% VOC Formula Non-Chlorinated Brake Cleaner  
*50 STATE COMPLIANT*  
- Ultra Low VOC  
- Instantly Degreases  
- Powerful Solvent  
- Removes Oils and Contaminants  
Quickly removes dirt, grease, brake fluid and grime from critical brake components. Flushes away contaminants without disassembling the brake unit. Non-chlorinated, hexane free. High pressure spraying. Fast evaporating. Restores smooth brake operation. For use on valve covers, clutch housings, clutch pressure plates and transmission.

**ZenaGrip #495355**  
Premium Belt Dressing  
- Anti-Slip Agent  
- Eliminates Downtime  
- Lengthens Life of Belts  
- Stops Belt Squeal  
A superior dressing that reduces and eliminates slipping. Provides extra "tack" to keep glazed belts functioning. Extends the functional life of all types of automotive, industrial and heavy duty belts.

**Undercoat #496405**  
Professional Black Undercoating  
- Paintable  
- Waterproof, Elastic  
- Prevents Rust  
- Lays Down Smooth With A Black Finish  
- Will Not Crack  
- Deadens Sound  
Corrosion inhibiting formula seals out moisture, deadens sound and will NOT peel off. Applications include gutter sealer, concrete, free wound sealer, asphalt crack filler and more.

**Rubberized Undercoat Plus #496705**  
- 24 OZ Can Size  
- Lays Down Smooth With A Black Finish  
- Paintable  
- Waterproof, Elastic  
- Will Not Crack  
- Prevents Rust  
- Deadens Sound  
An extremely durable rust and corrosion inhibitor. Premium asphalt based rubberized undercoating that seals out moisture and deadens sound. Resists chipping and will not crack or peel with age.

**ZenaVolt #490605**  
Battery Cleaner with Color Indicator  
- Increases Battery Life  
- Improves Battery Function  
- Leaks Protective Film  
- Minimizes Current Leakages  
A self-scrubbing formula with a color indicator that appears red in the presence of acid, yellow when neutral. Ideal for use on battery powered scrubbers, cars, golf carts, fork lifts, trucks, emergency lighting and more.

**ZenoCarb Cleaner #494405**  
Carburetor & Throttle Body Cleaner  
*NOT FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA, CONNECTICUT, UTAH, DELAWARE, RHODE ISLAND, MARYLAND, AND NEW HAMPSHIRE. OTHER LOCALES MAY ALSO PROHIBIT ITS SALE OR USE.*  
- Instant Tune-Up Formula  
- Eliminates Rough Idling  
- Improves Acceleration  
- Sensor Safe  
Cleans carburetors, choke linkages, intake manifolds, throttle plates, mass air sensors, manifold heat controls, thermostatic coils, and PCV valves. Cleans the carburetor right down to bare metal. The powerful flushing action of ZenoCarb Cleaner removes carbon deposits that impede performance.
ZenaShine #497767
Unscented Vinyl/Plastic Coating
- Matte Finish  • Clear and Odorless Formula   • Works Instantly   • No Wiping   • Great for Hard-to-Reach Areas
Non-foaming, odorless coating which provides a water-resistant gloss shine. Brightens any vinyl or plastic surface. Great for those hard-to-reach places. Quickly dries.

Interior Shine #497797
Watermelon Scented Vinyl/Plastic Coating
- Matte Finish  • Fresh Watermelon Scent  • Greaseless and Streakless  • Excellent for Hard to Reach Areas
Coating which provides a water-resistant matte finish. Brightens any vinyl or plastic surface. Great for those hard-to-reach places.

ZenaShine Plus #494735
Watermelon Scented Vinyl/Plastic Coating
- High Gloss  • Works Instantly  • No Wiping  • Great for Hard-to-Reach Areas
Coating which provides a water-resistant high gloss shine to brighten any plastic or vinyl surface. Great for those hard-to-reach places.

ZenaShine Maxum #497939
Unscented Vinyl/Plastic Coating
- High Gloss  • Great on Vinyl, Body Mouldings & Air Conditioning Vents  • No Wiping Required  • Leaves a “Like New” Shine
Fragrance-free coating which provides a water-resistant high gloss shine to brighten any plastic or vinyl surface. Great for those hard-to-reach places.

ZenaShine Ultra #497936
Cherry Scented Vinyl/Plastic Coating
- High Gloss  • Works Instantly  • No Wiping  • Great for Hard-to-Reach Areas  • Fan Spray Pattern
Coating which provides a water-resistant high gloss shine to brighten any plastic or vinyl surface. Great for those hard-to-reach places.

Safe Shine #497877
Grape Scented Non-Silicone Coating
- Silicone-Free  • Body Shop Safe  • Works Instantly  • No Wiping Required  • Excellent For Hard To Reach Areas
Non-silicone coating which provides a water-resistant high gloss shine. Safe for use in paint shops (body shops) or other facilities where the presence of silicone may interfere with coatings. Brightens any plastic surface. Great for those hard-to-reach places.

ZenaGloss #497025
Foaming High Gloss Silicone Dressing
- Use on Tires, Exterior Molding, Engines, Vinyl Trim  • Water-Based Aerosol Foam  • Gives a “Wet-Look” Shine  • Works Great on Interiors  • Repels Water & Prevents Discoloration, Drying & Cracking
Premium water-based dressing for exterior and interior use. Convenient aerosol foam produces a long-lasting “wet look” on rubber, vinyl and plastic surfaces. One application will give a durable gloss that deepens colors and repels water.
ZenaShine Foam #494705
Tire & Vinyl Shine
• Self-Cleaning • Renews and Protects • Prevents Oxidation • All Weather

A self-cleaning foam emulsion that cures to a glossy, protective shine in minutes. Excellent for use on vinyl and synthetic surfaces.

ZenAllure #493975
Leather Cleaner & Conditioner with Mink Oil
• Protects from Sun Damage • Restores Body and Luster
• Prevents Cracking and Fading • New Leather Scent
• Foam Lifts Out and Holds Dirt and Grime in Suspension until Wiped Away

A special foaming cleaner and conditioner that cleans leather surfaces of grime, body oils, ink, lipstick and other soils.

ZenaMelt #498755
Frost and Ice Remover
• Melts Ice, Frost and Snow Instantly • Helps Prevent Freezing
• Fast Acting, Water Rinseable, Thaws Frozen Locks

A fast acting frost and ice remover specifically formulated to quickly dissolve ice, frost and snow deposits.

Wheel Weight Remover #494800
Spray-On Gel
• Removes Stick-On Wheel Weight Gasket Adhesives

Wheel Weight Remover is designed to help quickly and safely remove the gasket and adhesive left behind after wheel weights have been removed prior to wheel balancing.
SPRAY PAINTS

ZenaColor
Premium Enamel Spray Paint

Universal Gloss Black......#466001
Ultra Flat Black..............#466002
Red...........................#466003
Grey Primer.................#466004
Dull Aluminum.............#466005
Brown.........................#466006
Bright Yellow..............#466007
Blue..........................#466008
Green.........................#466009
Flat White...................#466010
Gloss White...............#466011

• Fast Drying  • Smooth Durable Finish  • For Use on Wood or Metal

Spray paint formulated for most automotive and maintenance needs. ZenaColor leaves a tough finish that inhibits rust and resists heat. Economical, durable, protective, beautiful and quick-drying. Free of lead hazard, safe for use on furniture and decorative items.

PATCHES

Magic Patch Repair
3” x 6”  #700155  6” x 9”  #700165  9” x 12”  #700175

Easy to Use UV or Sunlight Activated Repair Patch
This unique patch material is ideal for repairing leaky pipes, tanks, corroded metal parts, cracked or rotted wood along with hundreds of other applications. MAGIC PATCH will not rot or rust. Flexible, strong and long lasting. Durable, fits around any angle. Cures in as little as 5 minutes and can be drilled, sanded, or painted.

Simply apply MAGIC PATCH directly on damaged wood, fiberglass, plastic, metal, rubber, concrete, drywall, gutters, pipes, hoses and more. MAGIC PATCH uses are endless!

• Boat  • Home Repairs  • Industrial/Maintenance
• Automotive  • Construction  • HVAC
SOLVENTS, CLEANERS & DEGREASERS

ZenLektrix #496525
Contact Cleaner
• Flammable • High Dielectric Strength • No Residue • Fast Drying

A purified cleaning solvent effective on most precision instruments, circuit boards, and internal components of electronic devices. Removes condensation and other contaminants from sophisticated electronic parts. For use on circuit boards, terminals, relays, switches, contacts, circuit breakers, tuners, control panels, motors and other electronic equipment.

Solv It All #499605
Energized Electrical Cleaner and Safety Solvent
• Powerful Solvent • Instantly Degreases • Leaves No Residue
• Removes Grease, Oil, and Other Contaminants

An advanced non-flammable formula that efficiently and thoroughly degreases oil, grease, sludge and other contaminants. Dries fast and leaves no residue.

ZenaSolv #499505
New Generation Safety Solvent Degreaser
*NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA
• Non-Flammable Spray • Non-Conductive • Cleans and Dries Quickly
• Leaves No Residue

Effective non-flammable solvent degreaser removes dirt, grease and grime. Its powerful spray flushes away contaminants from motors, generators, compressors, power tools, pumps, fans, relays, etc.

ZenaFast #499075
Solvent Cleaner & Degreaser
*SOME STATES MAY HAVE VOC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SALE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT
SEE YOUR SALESMAN FOR CURRENT INFORMATION.
• Plastic-Safe • Cleans Instantly and Evaporates Fast • Non-Chlorinated
• Leaves No Residue

An advanced formula that efficiently and thoroughly removes oil, grease, lubricants, dirt, tar, and sludge as well as other contaminants. Dries fast and leaves no residue. Contains no chlorinated solvents that could contaminate waste oil. Non-corrosive to metals. It can also be used on de-energized circuit boards and electric motors, molds and machinery parts.

ZenaSolv NC #498700
Non-Chlorinated Solvent/Degreaser
*SOME STATES MAY HAVE VOC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SALE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT
SEE YOUR SALESMAN FOR CURRENT INFORMATION.
• Fast Evaporation • Leaves No Residue • Removes Greases and Oil

Improves performance on equipment by removing grease, oil, dirt and other contaminants from electrical motors, parts and machinery. Evaporates quickly and leaves no residue.
**ZenaOrange Solv #496355**

Natural Citrus Degreaser

*SOME STATES MAY HAVE VOC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SALE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT. SEE YOUR SALESMAN FOR CURRENT INFORMATION.*

- 100% Active
- Cuts Through Grease
- Water Rinseable
- Natural Citrus Solvents

Very effective industrial formula for the removal of grease and oil. Works great removing adhesive, ink, tar, waxes, and roller wash.

**ZenaSolv Citrus #499885**

Organic Solvent/Cleaner/Degreaser

- Non-Chlorinated
- Contains d-Limonene
- Cleans Metal Parts
- Electric Motors & Equipment

Non-corrosive, non-conducting cleaner/degreaser that improves electrical performance and increases equipment life. Removes grease, oil, wax, dirt and moisture to prevent current leakage, excessive resistance and operational changes.

**Big Orange Slice #499385**

Heavy-Duty Citrus Degreaser

*SOME STATES MAY HAVE VOC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SALE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT. SEE YOUR SALESMAN FOR CURRENT INFORMATION.*

- Degreases and Deodorizes
- Uses Natural Citrus
- Emulsifies in Water
- No Ozone-Damaging CFCs

Heavy-duty degreaser that uses natural citrus. This versatile product can be used to remove grease, oil, gaskets, protective coatings, and much more. Contains a citrus fragrance and rinses with water.

**ZenaBlast #498915**

Heavy Duty Industrial Foaming Degreaser

*SOME STATES MAY HAVE VOC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SALE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT. SEE YOUR SALESMAN FOR CURRENT INFORMATION.*

- Powerful Foaming Spray
- Quickly Eliminates Heavy Soils
- Fresh Citrus Aroma

An aggressive foaming industrial strength degreaser. This heavy duty foam clings upon contact and provides exceptional dwell time to break down the toughest soils. Contains powerful, water soluble, grease dissolving detergents that quickly eliminate heavy grease and soils.

**ZenaCoil #493555**

Foaming Coil Cleaner

- Improves Efficiency
- Cleans, Deodorizes
- Non-Acid, Non-Caustic
- Clinging Foam
- Improved Formula
- Inverted Valve

Cleans and deodorizes cooling coils in air conditioners. Ideal for window and roof top air conditioning units. Keeps units running clean. No rinse formula reaches all areas of coils. Safe to the environment.

**ZenaQuat #493565**

Hygienic Coil Cleaner

- Promotes Heat Transfer
- Cleans and Deodorizes
- Optimizes System Capacity
- Enhances IAQ

Quaternary Ammonium Chloride hygienic coil cleaner designed to purify the coil as it cleans. Opens up restricted air flow due to build up in the coil surface, advance heat transfer, reduce head pressure and optimizes system capacity. Use on evaporator coils and condenser coils.
**SPRAY ADHESIVES**

**ZenaStick HD #496995**
Heavy Duty Trim Adhesive Web Spray
- Permanent Bond
- Fast Drying
- Heat Resistant
- All Surface Formula
- Web Spray
High strength adhesive effective on carpets, foams, fabrics, plastic, rubber, vinyl, leather, wood, paper, cardboard, metal, glass, foil, film, and more.

**ZenaStick RP #496905**
Mist Spray Multi-Purpose Adhesive
- Permanent or Temporary Bond
- Multi-Purpose
- Fast-Setting
- Waterproof
For Use On: cardboard, cloth, cork, film, foil, glass, metal, paper, plastic, vinyl, and wood. Safe for use on expanded foam materials.

**Extreme Super Adhesive #496315**
Web Spray Adhesive
- Specifically Formulated For Use on Uneven or Porous Surfaces
- Water-Resistant Bond
- Flexible, Quick Tack
- Great Temperature Resistance
- Permanent and Temporary Bonds
Specifically formulated for use on uneven or porous surfaces. Can be used on cloth, leather, cardboard, foam, fabrics, and most plastics. Has high solids with a water-resistant bond. It is flexible, has quick tack, and has great temperature resistance. Always test in an inconspicuous area prior to use.

**COOLANTS & COATINGS**

**ZenaCool #499320**
Tool Coolant
*NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA*
- Non-Flammable
- Reduces Tool Temperature
- Extends Tool Life
- No Sticky Residue
A blend of fast acting coolants extends the life of drill bits, taps, mills and reamers. Quickly eliminates heat at its source to insure clean and smooth cuts. Cools without lubricants that might burn and decompose.

**ZenaCutt #499755**
Cutting and Tapping Compound
- Sawing
- Cutting
- Boring
- Grinding
- Tapping
- Machining
- Punching
Clings to all cutting tools, preventing waste and overspraying. Combines synthetic and natural lubricants for maximum high pressure lubrication which will increase the cutting rate without overheating.

**ZenaMetal #494475**
Metal Parts Protector
*NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA*
- Provides Indoor and Outdoor Protection
- Will Not Crack, Peel or Chip
- Flexible Protective Film
Seals out moisture and will not peel off with age. Protects against salt spray, rust and corrosion. Contains a unique amber flex dust that will expand and contract with all metal surfaces uniformly.

**Rust Converter #497710**
- Stops Corrosion
- Eliminates Rust and Prevents Future Rusting
- Seals and Converts Rusted Surface into Paintable Area
Chemically neutralizes rust and converts the rust to a black protective finish. Seals, prolongs, and protects the life of ferrous metal. Eliminates the need for brushing, sandblasting, or scraping before painting rusted surfaces. May be painted over without further surface preparation.
ZenaTuff #492845
Penetrating Lubricant with PTFE
*NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA. SOME STATES MAY HAVE VOC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SALE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT. SEE YOUR SALESMAN FOR CURRENT INFORMATION.

- Spray Anyway 360° Valve
- Excellent Long-Lasting Lubrication
- Dissolves Grease
- Penetrates Rapidly
- Defends Against Corrosion
- Works in Broad Temperature Ranges

A high tech formulation of specific oils blended with micron-sized PTFE to provide exceptional long lasting lubrication and penetration. Significantly decreases friction and distributes a wear-resistant film that lubricates moving parts. The initial foaming action allows for dwell time so it can creep into tight spaces. Penetrates rapidly to loosen frozen parts due to rust, wear, or heavy grease build up. The lubricating film guards surfaces from corrosion in extreme hot and cold temperatures. Use on any surfaces that glides, slides, rolls, twists, or moves.

Passes ASTM D 1748 - Rust protection by metal preservatives in the humidity cabinet.

Pentrazen 4 Way #499405
Penetrant, Demoisturant, Lubricant & Rust Preventative
*NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA

- Non-Flammable, Non-Conductive
- Quickly Penetrates Rust
- Displaces Moisture
- Prevents Corrosion
- ALSO AVAILABLE IN A 20 OZ. CAN SIZE AS OUR #499305

Eliminates moisture when sprayed on electrical parts. Penetrating action frees up nuts and bolts due to rust or corrosion. Instantly stops squeaks in hinges and metal-to-metal contact areas. Loosens parts that are frozen due to wear, corrosive action or heavy build-up of grease or grime.

Pentrazen #494965
Industrial Penetrant with Graphite
*NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA

- Displaces Moisture
- Penetrates Rust
- Lubricates and Protects Metal
- Loosens Corrosion
- Eliminates Knuckle Injuries

Immediately penetrates through rust and creeps between frozen parts for easy removal of nuts, bolts, joints, pipe threads, screws, valves, bearings, tools, clamps, etc. Pentrazen lubricates and protects metal surfaces.

Pentrazen EP #492885
Foaming Rust Penetrant

- Penetrates Corrosion
- Extreme Pressure Formula
- Resists Temperature Breakdown
- Long Lasting Penetration

Outstanding penetrant loosens the toughest rust and corrosion to free frozen parts. Contains oily lubricants to assist in the removal of fasteners. Penetrants creep between mating parts for faster, safer loosening. The foaming action minimizes run off and keeps more product working.

ZenaChill #492545
Freezing Penetrant Lubricant

- Shock Freezing Releases Seized Parts
- 360° Spray Anyway Valve
- Released Parts Remain Lubricated & Protected From Corrosion
- Non-Chlorinated and Low VOC

New technology that immediately freezes and shrinks seized and corroded nuts, bolts, pins, hinges, and studs allowing the lubricant to penetrate and loosen the toughest applications.

ZenaLube FG #497720
Foaming Multi-Purpose Food Grade Lubricant

- Non-Chlorinated
- Prevents Sticking
- Loosens Nuts and Bolts
- Long Lasting

An excellent multi-purpose lubricant on rollers, rings, slides, pistons, grid belts, conveyor parts, seals, chains, cables, bolts and hinges. Loosens threads and bolts which have been locked by rust and erosion. This product protects against the damaging effects of moisture and decay.
**LUBRICANTS & GREASES**

**ZenaLube Red #496885**
Professional Red Grease Lubricant

- *NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA. SOME STATES MAY HAVE VOC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SALE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT. SEE YOUR SALESMAN FOR CURRENT INFORMATION.*
- **Sets Up as a Thick Grease**
- **Superior Long Life**
- **Resists Water Washout**

Advanced formula safely provides lubrication and protection. Use on bearings, motor shafts, roller chains, hitches, bearing surfaces, cables, pulleys, hinges, rollers, carriages, couplings, bushings, and more.

**ZenaLube White Lithium #496605**
Industrial White Lithium Grease

- *NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA. SOME STATES MAY HAVE VOC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SALE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT. SEE YOUR SALESMAN FOR CURRENT INFORMATION.*
- **Multi Purpose Grease**
- **Heat Resistant to +350°F**
- **High Load Carrying**
- **High Stability**

A multi-purpose grease for use on fittings, pumps, u-joints, wheel bearings, hinges, latches, and more. Use on all types of automotive, truck, farm, and heavy industrial equipment.

**ZenaLube Gear #495505**
Long Life Open Gear Lubricant

- *NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA. SOME STATES MAY HAVE VOC RESTRICTIONS FOR THE SALE AND USE OF THIS PRODUCT. SEE YOUR SALESMAN FOR CURRENT INFORMATION.*
- **Clinging Tacky Formula**
- **Temperature Range Works from -30°F to +600°F**
- **Temperature Range to 200°F**
- **Copper Fortified**

A semi-fluid to thick paste that provides superior protection to lubricate a wide variety of automotive, marine, construction, mining, trucking, and industrial applications. Resists water washout and performs excellent in high and low temperature applications.

**Anti-Seize Copper #494645**
Premium Grade Anti-Seize & Lubricant

- **Lubricates, Protects, Seals**
- **Temperature Range to 2000°F**
- **Copper Fortified**

A purified grade, high temperature, anti-seize formula. For use on nuts, bolts, studs, disc and drum brakes, etc. Excellent protective coating in highly corrosive elements. Superior adhesion compatible with other lubricants. Promotes the future easy removal of fasteners in hostile environments.

**ZenaLube Ultra #496955**
PTFE Penetrating Gel Lubricant

- **Clinging Formula**
- **Spray Anyway 360° Valve**

A premium, high adhesive strength lubricant. Stays put to provide excellent lubrication on hinges, latches, open gears, wire ropes, cables, chains, conveyors, and much more. Withstands extreme pressure. Easidispensed spray penetrates light areas by initially going on thin and immediately forming a viscous film.

**SuperLube #497955**
Thick Foaming Gel Lubricant

- **High Adhesive Strength**
- **Spray Anyway 360° Valve**

A thick foaming spray penetrates immediately forming a viscous clear grease. Stays put to provide excellent lubrication on hinges, open gears, wire ropes, cables, chains, conveyors, and much more.

**Grip-N-Grease #496625**
Multi-Purpose Lubricant

- **Synthetic Corrosion & Oxidation Inhibitors**
- **Multi-Service Grease**

A multi-purpose grease that provides superior protection to lubricate a wide variety of automotive, marine, construction, mining, trucking, and industrial applications. Resists water washout and performs excellent in high and low temperature applications.

**Multipurpose Lithium Grease #560122** *For Private Label Only*

**California Compliant Garage Door Lithium Grease #560129** *For Private Label Only*

- **Heavy Duty Lubrication**
- **Waterproof Formula Resists Harsh Conditions**
- **Reduces Wear**
- **Resists Rust and Corrosion**
- **Anti-Seize and Anti-Wear Properties**
- **-50°F to +350°F Withstanding Temperature Range**

Lithium-based grease designed to reduce metal to metal friction on any surface under heavy loads. Formulated with rust corrosion inhibitors to protect exposed metal parts and extend the life of those parts. Spray on this and cures to a heavy long-lasting lubricant that waterproofs the treated surface. We recommend removing this product with ZenaSol or ZenaSol NC, as it will not wash off with water.

**California Compliant Garage Door Lubricant w/ 3 Way Valve #560130** *For Private Label Only*

- **No Silicone**
- **Penetrates and Lubricates**
- **Cleans and Displaces Moisture**

Formulated to be used as a garage door lubricant. This oil-based formula prevents corrosion and displaces moisture without using chlorinated solvents. Spray on squeaky parts without the mess of a grease. The three way valve allows for a low, medium, and high output spray.
Siliconex #497055
Silicone Lubricant
- Retards Rust and Corrosion
- Temperature Range Works -58°F to +600°F
- Odorless and Colorless, Prevents Sticking
- Spray Anyway 360° Valve
Eliminates “hang-up” in molding, casting and stamping dies. Stops sticking of drawers, windows, doors, zippers, locks, etc. Eliminates squeaks in hinges, springs, etc. Retards corrosion. Waterproofs ignitions and spark plugs. Prevents grass and dirt from sticking to lawn mowers. Not affected by water, oil or solvents.

Industrial Silicone #497760
- All-In-One Lubricant
- Release Agent
- Spray Mist Pattern
- Non-Stick Agent
- Heat Stable
All-in-one industrial lubricant for exclusive use in construction or manufacture of goods. Heat stable release agent for injection and compression moldings. Prevents waxes, adhesives, and plastics from sticking to heat sealer bars.

Siliconex FG #496615
Food Grade Silicone
- Food Grade Silicone
- Heat Stable, Dries Quickly, Rust Inhibitor
- Temperature Range Works -58°F to +575°F
- Spray Anyway 360° Valve
Concentrated pure silicone. Safe to use on food handling equipment – stays within FDA guidelines allowing no more than 1 ppm to be imparted to food. Keeps materials from sticking. Prevents papers and plastics from sticking to heat sealing and wrapping equipment.

ZenaLube Dry PTFE #496205
PTFE Lubricant and Release Agent
- Lubricates Metal, Wood, Glass, Paper
- Non-Oily, Non-Staining
- Temperature Range Works 0°F to 500°F
- Repels Dust and Dirt
High grade multiple use lubricant and release agent that has excellent microscopic film forming properties. Resistant to most elements and will not wash off.

ZenaLube Dry Graphite #496305
Dry Graphite Lubricant
- Fast Drying
- High Adhesive Strength
- Resists Water, Oils and Alkalis
- Lubricates Where Electrical Conductivity Must be Maintained
ZenaLube Dry Graphite produces a fast drying lubricant to coat and protect metal and plastic extending the life of moving parts. Provides superior lubrication resistant to water, oils, and chemical attack without attracting dust and dirt. Effectively performs in extreme pressures, high temperatures and where a dry lubricant is required and petroleum products must be avoided. Heat stable from -100°F (-73°C) to +850°F (+454°C).

ZenaLube Moly #496950
High Temp Dry Moly Lubricant
- Fast Dry
- Strong Bond
- Oil Free
Non-corrosive, adheres to most materials, repels dust and dirt, and greatly increases operating efficiency. Resistant to water, alkalis, and most acids. Extends the life of parts, thus reducing maintenance costs.

Introducing Bag-On-Valve (BOV) technology which allows the product to be separated from the propellant, thereby dispensing only the liquid. Products employing this form of packaging are convenient, user friendly and can be sprayed evenly at all angles.

The Boss #495405
Spot-Free Glass Cleaner with Odor Neutralizer
- Mist On - Wipe Dry
- Streak-Free
- Cleans, Restores, Shines
This streak-free formula dissolves film, light to heavy soils, fingerprints, lipstick, bugs and much more. Ideal for glass, windshields, windows, and mirrors. Ideal for vertical glass cleaning. It’s the cleaner that clings. Test on inconspicuous area prior to use. Contains a pleasant odor neutralizer, formulated to kill malodors at their source.

Body Gloss #495305
Final Detail Spray Wax
- Gives a Wet-Look Showroom Shine
- Works Great on Interiors
- Use on Chrome, Aluminum, Plastic, Rubber Trim & Woodwork
- Repels Water & Prevents Discoloration, Drying & Cracking
An easy to use, high gloss detail spray cleaner and wax. Keeps showroom vehicles looking their best with a wet-look shine. Cleans and polishes all exterior painted surfaces, glass and metal. Great for chrome, aluminum, plastic, rubber trim and woodwork. Safe for all finishes - will not harm a previously applied protective coating.
Most Products Available in Quarts, Gallons, 5 Gallons and 55 Gallons
Ask About Our Low Minimum Private Label Program and Custom Formulating Capabilities

ZENEX HAND CARE & LIQUID DIVISION

Wipes Group

Magic Hand & Surface Towels
- 70 Count, 9” x 12”  #481104-WD70
- 110 Count, 8” x 12”  #481104-WD11
- 25 Count, 5.5” x 10.5”  #481104-WD25
Multi-Purpose, Dual-Sided Hand Cleaning/Surface Towels
- Unmatched Skin Conditioners
- Fortified With New Generation Cleaning Agents
Two sided towels have an abrasive side for tough jobs and a smooth side for delicate jobs.

Single-Sided Magic Hand & Surface Towels
- 90 Count, 8” x 12”, Single-Sided Durable Heavy Duty Soft Towel  #481104-WS90

Magic Cherry Scent Hand & Surface Towels
- 90 Count, 8” x 12”, Single-Sided Durable Heavy Duty Soft Towel  #481174-WS90

Magic Paint & Graffiti Removing Towels
- 70 Count, 9” x 12”  #482324-WD70
- 110 Count, 8” x 12”  #482324-WD11
- 25 Count, 5.5” x 10.5”  #482324-WD25
Industrial Dual-Sided Paint Removing Wipes
- Ultimate Cleaning Tool For Paint and Graffiti
- Removes Adhesive, Ink, Marker and Spray Paint
Excellent for quick removal of graffiti on almost anything.

The Boss Glass Wipes
- 125 Count, 8” x 9”  #482704-WS12
Single-Sided Glass Cleaning Wipes
- Use On Windows Or Any Glass Surface For A Dazzling Shine
- Use On Many Glass Surface Soils

SteelShine Stainless Steel Towels
- 70 Count, 9” x 12”  #483504-WD70
- 110 Count, 8” x 12”  #483504-WD11
Dual-Sided Industrial Stainless Steel Cleaning Towels
- Cleans And Conditions
- Protects To Repel Dirt And Dust
- Removes Fingerprints, Smudges, Grease And Watermarks With Ease!
Two sided towels clean, polish and protect any stainless steel surface.

BULK LIQUIDS

The Boss #272103
Thixotropic Spot-Free Glass Cleaner with Odor Neutralizers
A streak-free, ready-to-use formula designed to dissolve films, soils, fingerprints, lipstick, bugs and much more. Ideal for mirrors, glass, and windshields.

Meltdown #211173
Thixotropic Spray & Wipe Cleaner/Degreaser
A thick, heavy-duty, ready-to-use spray and wipe cleaner. Destroys grease and grime on contact, leaving behind a pleasant lemon-lime fragrance.

Tire Lube #380805
Corrosion Inhibited Thick Clinging Tire Mounting Lubricant
A water-based product with special lubricity additives that lubricates beads for easier tire mounting and demounting. Contains corrosion inhibitors making it safe for all wheel types.

Body Gloss #351615
Final Detail Spray Wax
An easy-to-use, high gloss detail spray cleaner and wax. Removes finger prints, smudges, and dust. Leaves a high gloss protective finish.

Liquid Foaming Hand Soap
Ultimate Mango Foam #232923  Cherry Jubilee #232893  Fresh Foam #232903
A fragranced, high foaming, gentle hand cleaner enriched with moisturizers. 1000 ml.
DHP-1600 Heavy Duty 1000 ml Foaming Soap Dispenser

Instant Foam Hand Sanitizer #234523
A fragrance free, alcohol free foaming instant skin sanitizer. Contains skin conditioners. 1000 ml.

Epic #23641 - Uses Dispenser #DSP1-JS25
E2 Antimicrobial Hand Cleaner and Sanitizer
A thick fragrance free E2 sanitizing and disinfecting hand cleaner. Can be used in USDA food plants, schools, offices, nursing homes, and restaurants. Meets all food plant requirements in all areas of the plant.
**Magic #235883**
Simply The Best Hand Cleaner Ever Made
This heavy duty, solvent free, walnut shell based cleaner does it all. It cleans the toughest soils, greases, inks, paints, and almost anything else. Fortified with a new generation emollient package that leaves your hands feeling great. The concentrated one soap that does it all.

**Bazooka Blast #234403**
Industrial Hand Cleaner With A Berry Cherry Fragrance
A free rinsing heavy duty hand cleaner designed for industrial, automotive, and manufacturing applications. Fortified with emollients to reduce drying and cracking.

**Cherry Burst #233053**
Heavy Duty Pumiced Based Solvent Hand Cleaner
An industrial strength pumice based soap designed to remove grease, grime, paint, and so much more. Enriched with multiple emollients and skin conditioners.

**Orange Smoothie #239293**
Waterless Heavy Duty Hand Cleaner With Emollients
Heavy duty hand cleaner with emollients. Non-abrasive formula is gentle on skin and will not clog drains. Removes grease and oil, leaving behind a citrus creme scent. Can be rinsed or used in a waterless application.

**Orange Crush #232333**
Industrial Hand Cleaner with Pumice
Specifically formulated to dissolve the toughest soils without damaging skin. Manufactured with a citrus creme scent and skin conditioners that leave the dirtiest hands feeling great. Its combination of d-Limonene, detergents and pumice crushes the competition.

**Emerald Plus #231673**
Lemon Scented Concentrated Industrial Hand Cleaner with Pumice
Liquefies and removes stubborn industrial soils, grease, oil, tar, ink, paint, and more. Enriched with a blend of gentle emollients to keep hands soft and smooth. A unique grade of pumice helps deeply clean heavily soiled hands.

**Creme Lotion #232153**
The Perfect Gentle Multi-Purpose Formula For Skin, Body, And Hair
Easy rinsing and enriched with conditioners, moisturizers and lubricants.

**Tropical Wave #237773**
Hand–Skin–Hair And Body Shampoo
A tropical scented formula designed as a hand, body, and hair product. Cleans and conditions in one easy step. Excellent all-in-one shower product.

**Painter’s Punch #231333**
High Performance Paint Removing Hand Soap - Available in 400 mL (13.5 OZ) bottle
A concentrated formula designed to remove oil based paints, urethanes, primers, putties, glues, adhesives and much more. Walnut scrubbers make this product a painter’s best friend.

2.5 Liter Tall Hand Soap Dispenser #DSP1-JT25
2.5 Liter Square Hand Soap Dispenser #DSP1-JS25
3.55 Liter Hand Soap Dispenser #DSP1-JS35
Heavy Duty Soap Dispenser - Includes anchors and two sided adhesive
Zenex International welcomes you to explore our new catalog. We hope you take the opportunity to test our capabilities and extensive product line. Zenex is proud of our expansion and continued commitment to excellence. Our dedicated staff looks forward to providing you with new and innovative products and services tailored to help you achieve your sales goals. We believe our expansive product inventory and chemical manufacturing capacity allows us to be your one stop shop. Whether custom formulation or contract private label packaging, our high speed filling and labeling lines make us hard to beat. The opportunity to exceed your expectations in the upcoming year is our most important goal.